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1. Warning (Take-off 122-123) 

2. Safety at work (Take-off 124-125) 

3. Fuel + heat + O2 = fire (Take-off 132-133) 

4. Put out the fire (Take-off 126-127) 

5. Fire extinguishers: Review (Take-off 224-225) 

6. Fire risk (Aviation English 56-57) 

7. On-board fire (Aviation English 60-61) 

8. Lifejackets 

9. Fasten seat belt (Take-off 130-131) 

10. Safety procedures (Take-off 128-129) 

11. Roles on the assembly line (Take-off 58-59) 

12. Speaking clearly (Take-off 60-61) 

13. Know-how (Take-off 188-189) 

14. Applying for a job – a CV and a covering letter (Headway upper-intermediate 

110-111) 

15. Airframe design features  

16. The single-engine airplane 

17. The principle of flight (Ready for Take-Off! 6-13) 

18. Controls 

19. First flight basics (Take-off 76-77) 

20. Inside the cockpit (Ready for Take-Off! 74-80) 

21. Happy landing (Take-off 70-71) 

22. Doing the paperwork (Take-off 202-203, 251-252) 

23. Modern hydraulics (Take-off 66-67) 

24. Disc brakes 

25. Undercarriage 

26. A tire has ten lives 

27. Safety topics 

28. Writing a report 

29. Looking for damage (Take-off 142-143) 

30. Going through the checks (Take-off 212-213) 
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1. Warning  
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2. Safety at work 
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3. Fuel + heat + O2 = fire 
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4. Put out the fire 
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5. Fire extinguishers: Review 
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6. Fire risk 
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7. On-board fire 
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8. Lifejackets 

Lifejackets are designed as lightweight items of equipment and as such should be treated with care. 

They are normally packed in specially made fabric valises or containers for ease of handling and their 

protection. They also help to keep the lifejackets correctly folded, to facilitate donning .However, care 

should be taken not to drop a packed lifejacket or to place loads on it. Manufacturers often 

recommend that a lifejacket which has been subjected to such abuse or has been immersed in sea 

water should be rejected for further operational use. 

The necessary instructions for fitting lifejackets are displayed in the aircraft and, in many instances, 

these instructions are repeated in safety pamphlets for distribution to individual passengers.  

Normally, lifejackets are stowed under passengers' seats and in easily accessible position for crew 

members. Stowages should be kept clean and dry and the stowage retaining device should be 

checked periodically for security and ease of release. 

Lifejackets which have been used for demonstration by crew members should be returned for 

inspection as if they were time expired. To ensure that this is always done, the demonstration 

lifejackets should be kept out of the normal stowage and a suitable warning label should be attached.  

There are several types of lifejackets in use and all are basically similar. Buoyancy is obtained by 

inflating the jacket with carbon dioxide gas, which is stored under pressure in a small cylinder and 

released by means of a manually operated mechanism. Care should be taken to avoid unintentional 

operation of the inflation mechanism. The mechanism cannot be used to stop the gas flow, which will 

inflate the life jacket in a few seconds. To assist rescue operations, lifejackets are equipped with 

identification light, battery and a whistle. Some may carry even fluorescent sea marker dye, shark 

repellent products and special signaling devices. 
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1. Are the following statements true or false?  

When a lifejacket is suitably packed, you can drop it, put load on it or immerse it in sea water.  

Lifejackets are stowed under passengers' seats.  

Demonstration lifejackets should be treated as if they were time expired.  

Lifejackets are inflated with oxygen.  

 

2. Fill in the gaps using the following words:  

valises, repellent, donned, retain, dyed  

If you go to South America take a mosquito__________with you. 

If you eat salty food your body will__________water. 

She kept her shoes in fabric__________to protect them from dust. 

He__________his raincoat and ran out. 

She started going to heavy metal concerts and__________her hair black. 

 

3. Complete the summary and add new sentences:  

Lifejackets are packed...   

Packed lifejackets...   

Stowages should not...  

Demonstration lifejackets should... 

Lifejackets are inflated...   

They are equipped with...  
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9. Fasten seat belts 
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10. Safety procedures 
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11. Roles on the assembly line 
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12. Speaking clearly 
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13. Know-how 
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14. Applying for a job – a CV and a covering letter 
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15. Airframe design features 

An aircraft is a very complex machine and every component has a specific purpose. Whatever the 

purpose of the aircraft (commercial or military), it must be strong enough and stiff enough and able 

to sustain a long life in service. It must also be constructed so that if any part fails, as some are bound 

to do, the failure does not cause the loss of the aircraft, and possibly many lives.  

 

Airframe components in most aircraft are:  

* the mainplane or wing  

* the fuselage or body 

* the tail  unit  

* mountings for all other  systems  

 

The WING must generate lift from the airflow over it to support the aircraft in flight. It must be stiff 

and strong to resist high lift forces, and the drag forces associated with them. Also, in most large 

aircraft, the wing carries all or most of the fuel, and supports the main undercarriage. In military 

aircraft it often carries a substantial part of weapon loads.  

 

The  FUSELAGE   forms  the  body of the  aircraft, housing  the  crew, passengers  or  cargo, and  many  

of  the  aircraft  systems. It is the main structural link between the wing and tail or foreplanes, often 

blended into the wing to reduce drag. Since it must endure considerable loads, pressures and forces, 

it must be strong and stiff to maintain its integrity throughout the required life of the aircraft.  

 

The  TAIL  UNIT usually  consists  of a vertical  fin with  a movable  rudder and  a  horizontal  tailpalne  

with movable  elevators. In some military aircraft, and even some sport and executive aircraft the 

horizontal tail  surface  is  replaced  by  moving  control  surfaces at  the  nose  of the aircraft, called  

foreplanes. This layout is known as the canard layout. These surfaces provide stability and control in 

pitch and yaw. Motion of an aircraft is defined about three axes, passing through the centre of 

gravity. Turning  about  each axis  is  controlled  by a  separate set of controls -  elevators  for  pitch 

control, ailerons  for  roll  and  rudder for yaw.  When air flows over aerodynamic surfaces its 

pressure will change with speed and produce large forces of lift and drag. LIFT is defined as a force at 

right angles to the direction of flight; and DRAG is acting along the direction of flight. To get the best 

possible performance and best fuel economy an aircraft must be shaped to minimise drag. Most of 

the loads that generate the stresses on the airframe structure  result  from  the  effects  of 

aerodynamic  pressures  on  the airframe  external  surfaces. The most successful aircraft are those 

whose design enables the best compromises to achieve maximum potentials. The aircraft must also 

be able to resist considerable inertia forces resulting from manoeuvres, which increase its static 

weight several times.  

 

Finally, an  aircraft  has  to  cope  with  the  thrust  generated  by  its  engine(s) which  loads  are  

transmitted  through  the  engine  mounts  into  the  surrounding  structure. The  designers  must  

have  a  thorough  understanding  of the  loads  on  an aircraft  structure  and  balance the  diverse  

requirements  of  the  operators, the  airworthiness  authorities  and  manufacturers -  so  that  the 

aircraft is  safe, economical  and  effective  to  operate  and  maintain. 
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1. Label each aircraft part and translate into Croatian: 

 
___ vertical stabilizer / fin   ___ leading edge 
___ speed brakes / spoilers   ___ wing 
___ wing tip     ___ flaps 
___ rudder     ___ horizontal stabilizer 
___ elevator     ___ slats 
___ trailing edge    ___ cockpit 
___ fuselage     ___ engine  
___ aileron 
 
2. Paraphrase the following words and fill in the gaps: 
bound to do something - ______________________________________________________________ 
substantial - ________________________________________________________________________ 
blend - ____________________________________________________________________________ 
thorough - _________________________________________________________________________ 
diverse - ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Aircraft design must fulfil __________ requirements. 
Some parts __________ to fail, although they are carefully constructed. 
Wings can carry a __________ amount of weapon. 
The mechanics completed a __________ examination of the aircraft. 
 
3. TECNICAL VOCABULARY - Match the words with their meanings: 
MAINPLANE    plovidbenost 
FUSELAGE    krilo 
UNDERCARRIAGE   postolje, uporište, nosač 
LOAD     os / osi 
AXIS / AXES    sila 
MOUNTING    trup  
AIRWORTHINESS   stajni trap 
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16. The single-engine aircraft 
Typically, an airplane is made up of five major parts. Its central component is the __________ 

to which the power plant, __________, __________ and landing __________ are attached.  

The _________ serves several functions. Besides being a common attachment point for the 

other major components, it houses the cabin, or cockpit, which contains seats for the occupants and 

the controls for the airplane. The fuselage usually has a small baggage compartment and may include 

additional seats for, passengers.  

The __________ are attached at the top, middle or lower portion of the fuselage. These 

designs are referred to as high-, mid-, and low-wing, respectively. The number of wings can also vary. 

Airplanes with a single set of wings are referred to as monoplanes, while those with two sets are 

called biplanes.  

The wings have two types of control surfaces attached to the rear, or trailing edges. They are 

referred to as __________ and __________. Ailerons extend from about the midpoint of each wing 

outward to the tip. Flaps extend from the fuselage outward to the midpoint of each wing.  

The __________ consists of the __________ ___________ or fin, and the ___________. 

These two surfaces are stationary and they are used to steady the airplane and help the pilot to 

maintain a straight path through the air. Besides the two fixed components, the empennage has two 

movable surfaces called the __________ and the __________. 

The ruder is attached to the back of the vertical stabilizer while the elevator is attached to 

the back of the horizontal stabilizer.  

Most airplanes have a small, hinged section at the back of the elevator called trim tab. Its 

purpose is to relieve the pressure the pilot must hold on the control wheel to keep the nose in the 

desired position.  

The landing gear absorbs landing loads and supports the airplane on the ground. It typically 

consists of three wheels on shock struts. The two main wheels are located in either side of the 

fuselage. The third may be positioned either at the nose (tricycle landing gear) or at the tail 

(conventional landing gear). Airplanes with a tricycle landing gear have steerable nosewheel.  

The landing gear can be fixed or retractable. The brakes are usually located on the main 

wheels and are applied by separate pedals. This capability is referred to as differential braking.  

In small airplanes, the power plant includes both the engine and the propeller. The primary 

function of the engine is to provide the power to turn the propeller. It also generates electrical 

power, provides a vacuum source for some flight instruments, and, in most single-engine airplanes, 

provides a source of heat for the pilot and passengers. A firewall is located between the engine 

compartment and the cockpit to protect the occupants. The engine compartment is enclosed by a 

cowling, which is also called a nacelle. 

 
1. TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
a)  canard layout – a horizontal aerofoil is mounted on nose or forward fuselage to improve take-off 
and landing 
b) fin / vertical stabilizer – a fixed surface which provides directional stability 
c) rudder – a control surface designed to produce yawing movement 
d) elevator – a control surface for controlling aircraft in pitch 
e) aileron -  movable portion of trailing edge of aerofoil, especially wing 
f) tailplane / horizontal stabilizer - a small horizontal wing at the tail of an aircraft to provide 
longitudinal stability 
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2. What does an aircraft do in:  
ROLL – raises one wing tip and drops the other 
PITCH – ____________________________________________________________________________ 
YAW – ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Which four forces act upon an aircraft in flight? 
     How are they produced? 
 
4. Complete the sentences: 
a) Airframe components are: __________________________________________________________ 
b) The wing generates lift from the airflow over it, carries fuel or weapons, _____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________  
c) The fuselage houses the crew, passengers, _____________________________________________ 
d) The tail usually consists of a vertical fin with a movable rudder and a horizontal _______________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

e) The four forces which act upon an aircraft in flight are ____________________________________ 

f) LIFT ______________________________________. THRUST is generated by __________________. 

DRAG acts in the opposite direction to ____________________________. Gravity is a force which 

pulls all objects to the ______________________.    

 

5. Fill in the gaps: 

In some aircraft the horizontal tail surface is replaced by surfaces at the nose of the aircraft, called 

__________. This layout, called __________ layout, stabilizes the plane in __________ and yaw. An 

aircraft moves about __________. Turning about each axis is controlled by a separate set of 

__________: elevator for __________ control, __________ for roll and rudder for __________.  

 

6. Write the synonyms for 

wing – ____________________________________________________________________________ 

empennage – _______________________________________________________________________ 

undercarriage – _____________________________________________________________________ 

vertical stabilizer – ___________________________________________________________________ 

horizontal stabilizer – ________________________________________________________________ 

speed brakes – ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Put the following words in two columns: AILERONS, RUDDER, ELEVATORS, FLAPS, SLATS, 

UNDERCARRIAGE 

 

DEFLECTED EXTENDED / RETRACTED 
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A force may be thought of as a push or pull in a specific direction. A force is a vector quantity so a 
force has both a magnitude and a direction. When describing forces, we have to specify both the 
magnitude and the direction. This picture shows the forces that act on an airplane in flight. 

Weight (gravity)  
Weight is a force that is always directed toward the centre of the earth. The magnitude of the weight 
depends on the mass of all the airplane parts, plus the amount of fuel, plus any payload on board 
(people, baggage, freight, etc.). The weight is distributed throughout the airplane. But we can often 
think of it as collected and acting through a single point called the centre of gravity. In flight, the 
airplane rotates about the centre of gravity. 

Flying encompasses two major problems; overcoming the weight of an object by some opposing 
force, and controlling the object in flight. Both of these problems are related to the object's weight 
and the location of the centre of gravity. During a flight, an airplane's weight constantly changes as 
the aircraft consumes fuel. The distribution of the weight and the centre of gravity also changes. So 
the pilot must constantly adjust the controls to keep the airplane balanced, or trimmed. 

Lift 
To overcome the weight force, airplanes generate an opposing force called lift. Lift is generated by 
the motion of the airplane through the air and is an aerodynamic force. "Aero" stands for the air, and 
"dynamic" denotes motion. Lift is directed perpendicular to the flight direction. The magnitude of the 
lift depends on several factors including the shape, size, and velocity of the aircraft. As with weight, 
each part of the aircraft contributes to the aircraft lift force. Most of the lift is generated by the 
wings. Aircraft lift acts through a single point called the centre of pressure. The centre of pressure is 
defined just like the centre of gravity, but using the pressure distribution around the body instead of 
the weight distribution. 

The distribution of lift around the aircraft is important for solving the control problem. Aerodynamic 
surfaces are used to control the aircraft in roll, pitch, and yaw. 

Drag 
As the airplane moves through the air, there is another aerodynamic force present. The air resists the 
motion of the aircraft and the resistance force is called drag. Drag is directed along and opposed to 
the flight direction. Like lift, there are many factors that affect the magnitude of the drag force 
including the shape of the aircraft, the "stickiness" of the air, and the velocity of the aircraft. Like lift, 
we collect all of the individual components' drags and combine them into a single aircraft drag 
magnitude. And like lift, drag acts through the aircraft centre of pressure. 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/newton2.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/vectors.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/vectcomp.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/airplane.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/weight1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/wteq.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/cg.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/rotations.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/acg.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/weight2.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/trim.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/lift1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/presar.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/factors.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/shape.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/size.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/cp.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/roll.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/pitch.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/yaw.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/drag1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/shaped.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/airsim.html
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Thrust 
To overcome drag, airplanes use a propulsion system to generate a force called thrust. The direction 
of the thrust force depends on how the engines are attached to the aircraft. In the figure shown 
above, two turbine engines are located under the wings, parallel to the body, with thrust acting along 
the body centreline. On some aircraft, such as the Harrier, the thrust direction can be varied to help 
the airplane take off in a very short distance. The magnitude of the thrust depends on many factors 
associated with the propulsion system including the type of engine, the number of engines, and 
the throttle setting. 

For jet engines, it is often confusing to remember that aircraft thrust is a reaction to the hot gas 
rushing out of the nozzle. The hot gas goes out the back, but the thrust pushes towards the front. 
Action <--> reaction is explained by Newton's Third Law of Motion. 

The motion of the airplane through the air depends on the relative strength and direction of the 
forces shown above. If the forces are balanced, the aircraft cruises at constant velocity. If the forces 
are unbalanced, the aircraft accelerates in the direction of the largest force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/bgp.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/thrust1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/turbine.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/trbtyp.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/thsum.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/newton3.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/cruise.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/smotion.html
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17. The principle of flight 
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18. Controls 

An aircraft in flight rotates about three axes - pitch, roll and yaw. The pitch axis is an imaginary 

transversal line from wingtip to wingtip. The roll axis is an imaginary longitudinal line extending from 

the very tip of the nose to the tip of the tail. The yaw axis is another imaginary vertical line through 

the fuselage. All three axes have the same intersection point - the centre of gravity (c.g.) or the 

airplane's balance point.  

 The aircraft is moved about these three axes by ailerons, elevators and rudder, known as the 

flight control surfaces. Every aircraft has two or more ailerons. They are located on the trailing edge 

of each wing, generally close to the wingtip. They are used to rotate the aircraft about the roll axis 

and make it bank left or right. Some aircraft have also inboard aileron which control banking 

manoeuvres at high speed.  The ailerons are interconnected by cables and operate simultaneously in 

opposite direction. A movement of the control column to the left causes the left aileron to move 

upward and the right aileron to move downward. Air striking the right aileron causes high pressure 

on the bottom, which lifts  the  wing up, while the air striking the left aileron causes high pressure on  

the top, pushing the wing down. As a result, the aircraft rotates into a left-hand bank.  

 To avoid undesirable drag in the high pressure area bellow the wing, they are often designed 

with differential aileron travel - more aileron up than aileron down travel.  

 For nose-up or nose-down control, aircraft have elevators attached to the trailing portion of 

the horizontal tailplane. They swing up and down as the control column in the cockpit is pulled back 

or pushed forward making the aircraft climb or descend. As the airflow passes over the stabilizer, it 

strikes the elevator surface. When the elevators are in the down position, the pressure is high on the 

bottom and low on the top. This creates lift on the tail which pitches the aircraft's nose down.  

 The rudder is the control surface which turns the aircraft right or left. When the pilot wishes 

to turn left, he banks the aircraft to the left using the ailerons and applies a slight amount of pressure 

to the left rudder pedal.  

 Most jet aircraft have yaw dampers which move the rudder back and forth in small 

increments when the air is turbulent, to smooth out the flight. 

 The aircraft's control surfaces are trimmed out to balance all of the high or low- pressure 

areas leaving the aircraft in a state of equilibrium. 

 

1. Translate into Croatian: 

a) rudder (a control surface designed to produce yawing movement) – _________________________ 

b) elevator (a control surface for controlling aircraft in pitch) – _______________________________ 

c) aileron (movable portion of trailing edge of aerofoil) – ____________________________________ 

 

2. What does an aircraft do in? 

ROLL – ____________________________________________________________________________ 

PITCH – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

YAW – ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Match the words like in the example: 

Lateral, longitudinal, vertical, yaw, roll, pitch, ailerons, elevator, rudder 

OKOMITA: vertical – yaw – rudder  

UZDUŽNA: 

BOČNA: 

 

4. Complete the information chart: 

 

AILERON 

Position: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Function: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Differential aileron: __________________________________________________________________ 

 

ELEVATOR 

Position: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Function: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

RUDDER 

Position: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Function: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Yaw damper: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What does a pilot have to do when he wants to: 

- bank the aircraft to the left? 

- pitch the aircraft’s nose down? 

-turn the aircraft left? 
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19. First flight basics 
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20. In the cockpit 
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21. Happy landing 
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22. Doing the paperwork 
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23. Modern hydraulics 
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24. Disc brakes 

 

1. Skim the text below to find which paragraphs contain information on these aspects of disc brakes. 

Information       Paragraphs 

a) The hydraulics of braking.     ___ 

b) Principles on which disc brakes operate.   ___ 

c) The operation of the calliper system.    ___ 

d) Consequences of heat generated in braking.   ___ 

e) Energy conversion in braking.     ___ 

 

Disc brakes are used on cars and motorcycles. They work by using friction and hydraulic power. The 

friction is generated when the brakes' stationary pads mounted to the suspension system rub against 

metal discs turning with the wheels.  (1) 
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The pads are covered with a high-friction material. The resistance of the pads against the rotating 

discs converts the energy of the moving vehicle (kinetic energy) into heat energy in the brakes. As 

kinetic energy is lost, the car slows down. (2) 

 

This method of braking produces a great deal of heat, so brakes has to be made from a heat-resistant 

material, like asbestos. The intense heat also explains why car wheels need vent-holes around the 

centre: when the car is moving the slots ensure a flow of air over the brakes, helping, to cool them 

down. (3) 

 

When the driver presses the brake pedal, it pushes down the piston in the master cylinder, so 

creating pressure in the fluid. The fluid is incompressible. The pressure is transmitted to the wheel 

cylinder which forces the brake pads against the revolving disc. The master cylinder has a smaller 

diameter than the wheel cylinder. (4) 

 

Hence, a relatively small force applied on the pedal produces a large force on the brake pads. The 

brake pads are held in a clamping device called a caliper. The caliper system ensures that one brake 

pad is pushed against the inner surface of the disc while, simultaneously, the other pad is pulled 

against the outer surface. This gives twice the braking power. The action is like squeezing something 

between forefinger and thumb. (5) 

 

2. Answer the questions. 

a) What is the function of the callipers? 

b) Why do car wheels have vent holes? 

c) Where are the brakes mounted? 

d) What type of material are brake pads made from? 

e) What is the difference between the master and the wheel cylinder? 

f)  What kind of energy does a moving vehicle have? 

 

3. Fill in the gaps. 

The brakes are stationary __________ mounted to the __________ system. The resistance of the 

pads against the rotating discs converts __________ into heat energy in the brakes. As kinetic energy 

is __________, the car slows down. Since breaking produces heat, breaks have to be made from 

__________. Car wheels also need __________ to cool them down. __________ cylinder creates 

pressure in the fluid. __________ cylinder forces the brake pads against the discs. The __________ 

system ensures that one brake is pushed against the inner and the other against the __________ 

surface of the disc. 

 

4. Replace the words in italics in the following sentences with a suitable verb from the list. 

ensure  enlarge  harden  lengthen lessen  lighten 

loosen  roughen sharpen shorten  soften  strengthen 

tighten  toughen weaken  widen 

 

a) Steel rods are used to make concrete beams stronger. 

b) A torque wrench is used to make cylinder bolts tight. 

c) Thermoplastics can be made soft by heating them. 
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d) After thermosetting plastics become hard they cannot be softened again. 

e) A reamer is tool used to make a hole larger. 

f) Corrosion makes structures week. 

g) Compressive forces will make a beam shorter; tensile forces will make it longer. 

h) Carbon fibre frames make racing bicycles lighter and stronger. 

i) Oil can be used to make tight bolts looser. 

j) Carbon steels are made tough by heating and quenching. 
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25. Undercarriage 

 Undercarriage supports the aircraft on the ground, absorbs the shock of landings and 

provides smooth taxying. It is subject to severe stresses, so it must be strong and at the same time as 

small and light as possible. Most aircraft use the tricycle layout of undercarriage, the number of 

wheels and their arrangement depending on the weight of the aircraft and the way in which the 

undercarriage is to be retracted. By having the weight spread over a greater number of wheels, the 

contact pressure of the undercarriage is reduced. There is also greater safety if a tyre bursts on 

landing. The Boeing 747 has 18 wheels- four main units, each with four wheels, and a dual nose-

wheel unit.  

 The problem of retraction influences the particular choice of undercarriage. The main units of 

low-wing aircraft are usually retracted into the wing. Twin turboprop aircraft have engine nacelles on 

the wing and it is quite common to retract the main legs into these nacelles - otherwise, they must 

be stowed in the fuselage. The position of the undercarriage units is very important. If they are too 

far forward, the aircraft may tip during loading and taxying. If they are too far aft, the aircraft will 

pitch forward violently during landing, which could cause the nose leg to collapse. If the main units 

are not sufficiently wide apart, the aircraft may tend to roll sideways, on the ground, especially in 

side winds and during taxying.  

 

Shock absorbers  

 

When an aircraft lands, a large force is generated on the undercarriage as it meets the ground. This 

may be up to three times the weight of the aircraft for transport aircraft, and up to eight times for an 

aircraft landing on a carrier deck. To prevent damage to the structure this shock must be absorbed 

and dissipated by the undercarriage so the aircraft wouldn't bounce back into the air.  

 Light aircraft may have simple spring steel and rubber shock absorbers. Most large aircraft, 

however, are supplied with oleo type shock absorbing struts. The most widely used oleo type strut is 

the pneumatic/ hydraulic or air/oil strut.This strut consists of two telescoping tubes that extend 

while in flight and are compressed upon landing. The two tubes are known as cylinder and piston and 

are actually two chambers for the movement of the fluid. The lower chamber or piston is filled with 

fluid, while the upper chamber or cylinder contains compressed air.  

 The moment the wheels touch the ground on landing, the mass of the aircraft starts 

compressing the strut, making the piston slide into the cylinder. The fluid from the piston is forced 

through an orifice into the cylinder where it further compresses the air. At the end of the 

compression stroke, the air is compressed to a point where the strut will travel no more. At that 

point, the energy stored in the compressed air acts as a spring to return the strut to normal. The flow 

of fluid into the upper chamber is controlled by the variable shape of a metering pin passing through 

the orifice. Some aircraft incorporate damping devices to prevent a too rapid extension of the strut 

which would cause the aircraft to oscillate and eventually damage both aircraft and undercarriage. 
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Tricycle Landing Gear (aircraft Landing Gear)  

A type of aircraft landing gear that uses two main wheels located behind the centre of gravity and a 
nose wheel well ahead of the centre of gravity. The ease of ground handling of aircraft with tricycle 
landing gear has made this the most widely used landing gear configuration. 

 

 

Conventional Landing Gear (airplane Landing Gear) 

The type of airplane landing gear with the main wheels ahead of the centre of gravity and a small 
wheel supporting the tail when the airplane is on the ground. A conventional landing gear requires a 
great deal of pilot skill to keep the airplane from ground looping (accidentally turning around) when 
it is moving at a fast speed on the ground. The other type of landing gear, which is now the most 
commonly used, is the tricycle landing gear. The two main wheels are behind the centre of gravity, 
and the auxiliary wheel supports the aircraft nose. 
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1. Translate and paraphrase the following words: 

severe – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

tricycle – __________________________________________________________________________ 

retracted – _________________________________________________________________________ 

dual – _____________________________________________________________________________ 

nose – ____________________________________________________________________________ 

wheel unit – ________________________________________________________________________ 

low-wing aircraft – ___________________________________________________________________ 

turboprop – ________________________________________________________________________ 

nacelle – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

to tip – ____________________________________________________________________________ 

aft – ______________________________________________________________________________ 

nose leg – __________________________________________________________________________ 

dissipate – _________________________________________________________________________ 

spring – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

orifice – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

metering pin – ______________________________________________________________________ 

damping device – ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Are the following statements TRUE or FALSE? 

a) Undercarriage doesn’t have to be light. 

b) The most common layout is tricycle. 

c) A great number of wheels is not desirable. 

d) It cannot be retracted into the wing. 

e) If it is positioned too far forward, an aircraft will roll sideways. 

f) Shock absorbers have to absorb 2 times the weight of a transport aircraft. 

g) Shock absorbers prevent aircraft from bouncing back in the air. 

 

3. Answer the questions. 

a) What is the function of undercarriage? 

b) Why does it have to be light but firm? 

c) What does the number of wheels and their arrangement depend on? 

d) What is the most common layout? 

e) Why does the Boeing 747 have 18 wheels? 

f) Where can undercarriage be retraced? 

g) What happens if it is positioned too far forward / too far aft? 

h) How large is the force generated when an a/c meets the ground? 

i) What are shock absorbers used for and why? 

j) What kind of shock absorbers are there? 

k) How does the air / oil strut work? 

l) Why do some aircraft contain damping devices?  

 

4. Retell the text and explain the following terms: 

a) UNDERCARRIAGE: function, layout, retraction, position 

b) SHOCK ABSORBERS: function, types, air / oil strut 
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26. A tire has ten lives 

 

Aviation technology today is highly advanced, but each year inventors come up with new 

ideas on how to perfect aircraft. The landing gear, in particular, seems to offer the most scope for 

innovation.  

Several inventors have suggested using motors to propel the aircraft's wheels. They have 

noticed that at every landing, the tires smoke and leave black stripes of abraded rubber on the 

runway, causing unnecessary wear and tear. 

 If the wheels were turning at the moment of making contact with the ground rather than 

having to instantly accelerate from zero to 150 miles per hour, their life could be extended many 

times. 'Great idea!' say the aircraft designers, and they have been saying this for decades. But adding 

so many mechanical parts and so much weight to the landing gear would simply be impractical.  

So things remain as they have always been: after about 150 landings, aircraft tires are worn 

down and have to be retreaded. Once it has been as ascertained that their basic structure is 

undamaged, a fresh tread is applied by means of rubber vulcanization. Unlike car tires, however, 

aircraft tires only have lengthwise grooves because once on the runway aircraft only travel in a 

straight direction. A tire can be retreaded as many as nine times, which means that a healthy aircraft 

tire can have ten lives. 

Most car owners don't know much about their car wheels, except that they have a rim and a tire 

which has to be changed occasionally. At major airlines, changing tires is an everyday routine. The 

strict safety guidelines governing air traffic dictate that all wheels make regular trips to the workshop   

before a defect turns up and not afterward. If you consider that the largest aircraft, the jumbo jet, 

has only two wings but no fewer than 18 wheels, you get some idea of just how much work this 

involves.  
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Each year, Lufthansa's wheel workshop at Frankfurt Airport checks 13,000 aircraft wheels, 

which come in 20 types and sizes. Automatic testing units use various methods to detect even the 

finest cracks in an aluminium rim. The 'history" of each wheel is faithfully recorded: its origin and 

age, the number of breakdowns and repairs, tire changes, aircraft changes and everything else it has 

encountered during its lifetime of flying. 

The cheapest part of a wheel is still the tire. A single jumbo tire sells for DM 2,200 and can be 

retreaded for one-fourth of the price. Rims and brakes are, in comparison, much more expensive. A 

carbon disc brake costs as much as complete automobile.  

To reduce the fire hazard, the tubeless tires are filled with nitrogen rather than air. The 

pressure, which is checked daily, is between 12 and 14 bar, that is, six to eight times that of a car lire. 

If a tire has to be changed out on the apron, this high pressure comes in handy. Mechanics fill the 

aircraft jack with nitrogen from the tire, thus lifting the landing gear off the ground. However, as tires 

sometimes weigh in excess of 200 pounds, they don't remove them by hand.  

Aircraft clock up considerable mileage even while taxiing on the ground. Between each 

landing and takeoff they travel about five miles on average. In the course of a year, this can amount 

to over 6,000 miles. Each tire supports a weight of 15 to 25 tonnes and a far heavier force at the 

impact of landing. 

What happens if the take-off of a fully-loaded long-haul aircraft has to be aborted? It's the 

supreme test of any landing gear, with hot brakes and scraping, smoking, sometimes bursting tires. 

But as an aircraft has 18 tires, one of them can go flat without any risk whatsoever of skidding. 

 

1. Paraphrase the following words and fill in the gaps: 

retreaded, rim, lengthwise, cracks, skidding, propel, worn down, by means, impractical, faithfully, 

propel  

Several inventors have suggested using motors to __________the aircraft’s wheels. But adding so 

many mechanical parts to the landing gear would simply be ________. After about 150 landings, 

aircraft tires are __________ and have to be __________. A fresh tread is applied __________ of 

rubber vulcanization. Aircraft tires only have __________ grooves because aircraft travel only in a 

straight direction. Automatic testing units use various methods to detect even the finest __________ 

in an aluminum _________. The history of each wheel is __________ recorded. As an aircraft has 18 

tires, one of them can go flat without any risk of __________.  

 

2. Fill in the chart: 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 

perfect 
abrade 
propel 
/ 
/ 
ascertain 
_______________ 
 

/ 
/ 
_______________ 
instant 
wear 
/ 
government 
 

_______________ 
_______________ 
/ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 
/ 

 

 

 

3. Explain the numbers from the text: 

18 wheels, 9 times, 10 lives, 13000 wheels, 12-14 bar, 200 pounds, 5 miles 
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4. Complete the sentences. 

a) If tires had motors_________________________________________________________________ 

b) Tires are retreaded_________________________________________________________________ 

c) Tires are regularly checked___________________________________________________________ 

d) _________________________________________________________________to prevent defects. 

e) Tires are filled with nitrogen because__________________________________________________ 

f) _________________________________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________ to avoid skidding during aborted flights. 

g) The most expensive part of a wheel ___________________________________________________ 
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27. Safety topics 

 An accident to an RAF Chinook happened a few years ago and was not caused by 

maintenance error made within the Service. It was, however, due to a simple but catastrophic 

mistake made at a civilian overhaul facility. Almost unbelievably, the next day another RAF Chinook 

was destroyed in a virtually identical accident, having precisely the same cause. Ironically, a similar 

but much less damaging incident had occurred less than a year before. With the wonderful gift of 

hindsight, if the incident had been handled differently, it could have prevented both accidents.  

 As  Chinook  ZA 678 hover  taxied  at  the  commencement of a post minor  maintenance  air  

test, ground crew seated in the rear cabin heard  an  unusual, but  short-lived  "whirring" noise from 

the area of  the aft transmission. Shortly after this they noticed light wisps of white or grey smoke 

behind the aircraft. At about the same  time, a  brief transmission chip detector warning, indicating a  

build-up  of  metallic  particles  in the oil  system, was observed by  the  co-pilot. This resulted in the 

captain terminating the air test and turning the aircraft towards the airfield.  

 As  the  aircraft  approached  the dispersal, there was another slight flicker  of  the  chip 

detector  warning, a distinctive whining noise and  a  loud bang. The aircraft dropped to the ground 

and looped almost 360° before coming to rest. The front rotor head transmission and pylon 

separated from the aircraft with debris being flung in all directions. Nobody was seriously injured, 

although at least one parked car received a rather drastic unsought structural modification.  

 When examined, the magnetic chip detector plugs in the rear transmission system had 

attracted an abnormally large amount of debris. The transmission was subjected to a strip 

examination at third-line maintenance. This revealed that the thrust bearing for the input pinion 

gear, which transmits the drive from the engines into the rear gearbox, had been fitted the wrong 

way round.  

 The  transmission  had  accumulated 103 flying hours  before being returned  to  the  aircraft 

manufacturer for a  repair under warranty, and  the  accident  flight had  been the first since  its 

reinstallation. It  was  inconceivable that the  gearbox had  run for 103 hours  with the  thrust  

bearing  incorrectly  fitted and hence the only conclusion was  that the  error  had  been made  during 

the warranty repair. Although  the  repaired gearbox had been bench-tested prior to re-issue, the  

test  had  not  reproduced  the  loads to which the gearbox would  have  been  subjected during 

flight. Consequently, when such loads  were  applied, the  incorrectly  fitted bearing had allowed the 

pinion  gear  to  move  axially on  its  shaft and become unmashed. The subsequent rotor de-

synchronization had allowed the rotors to collide with spectacular results.  

 

 

 

1. Match the words and their meanings. 

aft, flicker, pylon, hover, post, whirring, commencement, chip, axially, debris, wisp, whining, pinion 

gear, transmission, thrust bearing, unmashed, unsought, warranty, bench-test 

 

razumijevanje situacije tek nakon što se ona dogodila –______gift of hindsight___________________  

lebdjeti –___________________________________________________________________________ 

čin, obrada, radnje – _________________________________________________________________ 

poslije – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

iza, stražnji – _______________________________________________________________________ 

prijenos – __________________________________________________________________________ 
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brujanje, zujanje – ___________________________________________________________________ 

komadić, pramen – __________________________________________________________________ 

krhotina – __________________________________________________________________________ 

treptaj – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

zavijanje – _________________________________________________________________________ 

nosač gondole na motoru – ____________________________________________________________ 

otpaci – ___________________________________________________________________________ 

valjkast ležaj u klipnom motoru koji apsorbira opterećenja radilice – ___________________________ 

mali zupčanik – _____________________________________________________________________ 

neželjeni – _________________________________________________________________________ 

garancija – _________________________________________________________________________ 

standardna provjera – ________________________________________________________________ 

po osi – ____________________________________________________________________________ 

nestabilan, klimav – __________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Are the following statements TRUE or FALSE? 

a) The captain terminated the air test because he noticed smoke.    ___ 

b) The aircraft looped about 1800 before coming to rest on the ground.    ___ 

c) Debris killed someone.         ___ 

d) Thrust bearing for the input pinion gear had been fitted the wrong way round.  ___ 

e) The transmission accumulated 50 flying hours before being repaired under warranty. ___ 

f) The error was committed during the bench test.      ___ 

g) The rotors collided.           ___ 

 

3. Answer the questions. 

a) Where was the maintenance error made? 

b) Why did the captain terminate the air test? 

c) What else preceded the dispersal? 

d) What happened on the round? 

e) Why was the transmission subjected to examination? 

f) What were the results of the investigation? 

g) How many flying hours had the transmission accumulated? 

h) When was the error committed? 

i) Why did the gearbox pas the bench test? 

k) What were the consequences of the bearing being incorrectly fitted?  

 

4.  Write a REPORT on the incident as if you were the pilot. 

INTRODUCTION – place and date of incident 

PROCEDURE / DESCRIPTION– description of how the incident happened 

RESULTS – immediate causes of the incident, corrective actions taken 

DISCUSSION – contributing causes 

CONCLUSION – ongoing investigation  
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28. Writing a report 

Example 

introduction 
 

On 4 September, 2001 at Munich aerodrome, we experienced the loss of left hand 
nose wheel. 

description 
 

After departure and while taxiing to the runway, a nose wheel vibration was felt and the 
left hand nose wheel was ripped off. 

result 
 

The aircraft stopped on the runway. The left hand outer bearing, the axle sleeve and 
the wheel locking bolts were found broken. 

discussion 
 

The wheel had accumulated 86 landings since the last installation. 

conclusion 
 

The airworthiness authority is investigating the incident. 

 

1. Writing the Incident Report – Put the sentences in the correct order. Make any necessary changes. 

Do not forget the date and place of the incident. 

1. At the same time the aircraft yawed momentarily to the right. 

2. Instead of the usual sound of the retraction mechanism in transit, there was an immediate shudder 

and loud thump which shook the whole aircraft. 

3. There was a gear problem. 

4. The passengers and the cabin crew had heard and felt the severe shudder and loud thump. 

5. As we moved the landing gear selector to the down position, something went wrong. 

 

TOPICS 

1. Tail impact during automatic landing 

 auto land carried out 

 normal approach and landing to main wheel touch down 

 all annunciations normal 

  thrust reverse selected – the nose of the aircraft suddenly and rapidly pitched up 

 the autopilot immediately disconnected 

 the nose wheel lowered onto the runway 

 the autopilot otherwise normal with a smooth touchdown on the centreline of the runway 

 medium auto brake used 

 a visual inspection at the gate revealed that the tail had impacted the ground and was 

damaged 

 

2. Fire in the toilet 

 a flight attendant reported smoke in the toilet 

 the smoke had an acrid, electrical smell 

 the co-pilot picked up a CO2 fire extinguisher from its bracket, opened the toilet door 

 activating the extinguisher, discharging it into the toilet compartment 

 emergency declared 

 fire completely extinguished after landing by airport alerting service fire-fighters 
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3. Loss of fuel flow to the engine 

 the aircraft climbing out 

 engine No.2 experienced loss of fuel flow and vibration 

 engine was shut down 

 emergency declared 

 landing without further incident 

 maintenance inspection found disclosed metal in the oil filters and evidence of internal and 

external overheating at the fan frame vents 

 

4. Engine damage 

 engine No.1 failed during take-off 

 loud bang heard 

 successfully aborted take-off 

 No.1 engine fire light illuminated as the aircraft cleared the runway 

 the pilot fired both fire bottles and secured engine No.2 

 the aircraft towed to gate 

 investigation revealed the failure of the fan 

 damage of high speed compressor from ingestion of foreign object 

 a brass hammer head and additional parts of knurled handle found on the runway 
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29. Looking for damage 
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30. Going through the checks 
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